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We wish to welcome you, our new Growth Partner to
Stratton. This is a brief beginner guide as well as a little
history about us and how we operate as part of our monthly
brochure that we issue out.
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Background
In 1971, the U.S. Dollar was taken off the gold standard by former
president Richard Nixon. This decision was not a small one and had
immediate consequences as more and more U.S. Dollar notes were
printed without being backed by any real value. From 1971 to 1985 the
U.S. Dollar experienced an average inflation rate of 7.05% yearly. There
was a problem and a solution was required.
Stratton Bridge was formed in 1988 by 10 founding partners with one
basic goal, to beat the inflation rate and to build wealth in the process for
the firm and its partners through investments in financial instruments
that are not readily available to the general public or are too
sophisticated to be understood by them.
Different wealth-building strategies have been proposed by many wealth
experts and gurus. Some of them are to keep your money in an index
fund for 40years to see some good returns. We have never been fans of
this school of thought because nobody’s money is safe in the bank, the
government could wake up one morning and pass a law that would
render every “cash” millionaire poor.

"if you don't find a way to
make money while you sleep,
you will work until you die"

- Warren Buffet
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With the advent of cryptocurrency and currency decentralization in the
last decade, we chose to make Stratton Bridge open to new partners,
strictly by referral from existing members. Our goal with this was to
gain more market share in the market and therefore gaining more
control over price movements and consequently expanding the firm’s
portfolio balance and making profits for all our growth partners. We
have decided to take out all the mumbo-jumbo technical details and to
simplify the art of investing for all new members including an aspiring
investor with no financial background. This simplification includes a
user-friendly interface where users can just create accounts, make
deposits and let the firm take care of all the technicalities involved. We
have a competent team of engineers, financial analysts, and algorithms
that help generate consistent daily profits for all our investors. Our
‘behind the scenes’ work helps eliminate ambiguity and allows our
investors to focus on growing their investment account balance. There
is a lot of information out there on investing and different approaches
to it, this can easily confuse a beginner who just wants to get started.
Stratton is meant for those who want to make passive income through
investing without having to study every single piece of information out
there or deal with the complications that come with using complex
algorithms. We have simplified this by allowing users to make instant
deposits and withdrawals to and from their accounts using
cryptocurrency.
Stratton wishes to welcome you, our growth partner, into our small
community of like-minded individuals.
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Investing is simple,
but not easy.

Our approach
We believe investing involves choosing the right asset/instrument at the
right time. When Stratton was formed, the first wealth-building vehicle
we chose was Crude Oil, because the Crude Oil market was experiencing
an increasing demand then. Over time we have chosen assets based on the
market conditions and we have made billions investing in the Stock
market, the internet during the dot-com boom, and Real Estate. In the last
decade, we have picked significant interest in the cryptocurrency market
as our major wealth-building vehicle. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are
decentralized and only have a limited supply, this is good because, unlike
cash, more Bitcoins cannot be printed or created hence guaranteeing
infinite profit potential in the long run.
Because of the blockchain technology that cryptocurrencies operate on,
we can develop algorithms and automated systems that allow us to take
advantage of this technology to make profits daily. Also, because of the
decentralized nature of crypto, we can make sure that we can make our
investors direct participants in market profit shares unlike banks to
generate a consistent 0.1 - 2% daily profits.
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Getting
Started
Joining Stratton is strictly by referral by an existing member or an affiliate.
You are required to provide your personal information to get registered. You
will receive a welcome e-mail and would be assigned a Personal Advisor
(P.A). The job of your P.A is to help you come up with an investment plan
that would suit your current needs. You are therefore expected to share as
much as you can with your P.A with regards to your your current financial
situation, what your goals are, and how soon you want to achieve them.
Stratton uses the IDEX20SPARK software to automate your investments
and your returns. This software needs to collect parameters such as how
much you will be investing as your base capital, the frequency of your
deposits, and the number of cycles you would like to invest.

Making deposits
Deposits at Stratton are made via Bitcoin. All our users are expected to have
bitcoin wallets and accounts with bitcoin exchanges that will allow them to
buy bitcoin that is equivalent to the dollar amount they intend to invest. For
new users, your P.A would be available to guide you through the entire
process. When your account is registered, a bitcoin wallet address is
automatically created for you, this will serve as your Stratton wallet account,
all Bitcoin payments are expected to be made into this address.

Withdrawals
You can only make a withdrawal request after your investment cycle is
completed. The firm is entitled to 15% of the profits made on your account
and would be withheld upon withdrawal. We offer two types of withdrawals,
Bank withdrawal, and Cryptocurrency withdrawal. Most of our new partners
use the cryptocurrency withdrawal method since they should already have
crypto wallets by the time of withdrawal. Your Funds available for
withdrawal will be displayed on your account dashboard at the end of your
investment cycle. When you request for a withdrawal, an email would be
sent to the email(s) attached to your account to confirm your withdrawal
request before the transaction would proceed.
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Getting
Started
BASE CAPITAL (B.C)
Your base capital is the amount you choose to start your account with. We
currently have four investment levels on our firm, Bronze, Silver, Gold, and
Diamond level and your base capital determine which level you fall in. There are
different perks for each level which include wider investment spreads across
different assets, faster and bigger returns, and also quick access to any new
premium features the firm decides to implement.

INVESTMENT FREQUENCY (I.F)
Your investment frequency is how often you wish to deposit into your account.
For example, you could deposit a minimum of $5,000 into your account in
addition to your base capital every week. This parameter should be specified to
your Advisor as it can not be changed after your cycle starts.

LEVERAGING AND HOW IT WORKS
To make sure that we can give you the kind of returns that we do, we use the
leverage from our bank reserves. When you invest with us, the leverage taken on
your account is calculated as follows;
Total Investment = B.C + (I.F x total number of weeks)
Leverage = Total Investment x 15
For example,
If you choose to start with a base capital of $15,000 with an investment
frequency of minimum $1,500/wk for a cycle of 32 weeks your Total
Investment would be $15,000 + ($1,500 x 32) = $63,000.
We then use our leveraging system to control more capital from our reserves
with your total investment.
For the above example, your leveraged investment would be $63,000 x 15 =
$945,000
Your account is then traded with the leverage amount from our reserve. Instead
of trading with the above $63,000 a total of $945,000 is invested. The investor's
account now controls 15x of his original investment.
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N.B: Without our leveraging system, we would not be able to promise the kind of
daily returns that we do. As a result, you have to complete your weekly
contributions by the end of your cycle to be able to withdraw your profits
because once your account parameters have been plugged into our software, the
leverage is taken automatically.
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Why Stratton
Bridge?

Why should you become
part of Stratton Bridge

2
Earn Passive Income - Daily!

1
Investing Made Simple
At Stratton, we have decided to
take out all the technicalities
that come with investing, like
choosing the right asset, when
to buy or when to sell. We have
taken that responsibility off the
shoulders of our investors who
can now focus on growing their
account
balance.
Your
investment is spread across
different assets, insured by the
FDIC and regulated by the
SEC. Our users can now make
deposits, log in daily and see
their investment grow.

Investing with Stratton
means you get to let your
money work 24/7 for you.
Your money is been put into
assets that will generate
income for you on a daily
basis earning you anywhere
between 0.1 – 2% of profits
in a single day. The more
actively you invest, the more
you earn.

3
Return on Investment
A good investment should give
you great returns in the
shortest time possible. Unlike
your regular 401K’s, IRA’s,
Mutual Funds, and Savings
account that barely make a
4% annual return for the
customer
after
inflation
because of the intermediary
parties involved, you get to
make much more because of
the direct nature of our
investments. You get to earn
daily, and anywhere from 100
– 150% returns at the end of
any investment cycle period.
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Why Stratton
Bridge?

Why should you become
part of Stratton Bridge

4

5

Fast & Secure

Customer Support

Investing with us is quick
and easy because of our
cryptocurrency integration,
you can make a very large
investment in a short time
without any hassle. Your
money is secure as the firm
is. Insured by the FDIC and
regulated by the SEC.

Every growth partner at
Stratton enjoys full-time 24/7
support from our team. You
can have a live chat with our
customer support team on
the website. After your
registration, you are also
entitled to a Personal
Advisor (P.A) who will guide
you
through
your
investments, how to go about
them, and also help you
make good decisions on how
much and how often you
should make deposits into
your account based on your
financial background and
your needs.
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SEE WHAT OTHERS THINK

The constant support I
received from my advisor
was whatI loved about the
most about using Stratton.

- Michelle

We were able to
clear our debt, and
save up for our
son's college.

I was able to pay off my
house and raise money
for my restaurant
business in less than 18
months of using Stratton.

- David & Sarah

- Flint
The idea that I could
make consistent passive
income by just putting
my money to work is still
a shocker to me, Lol.

- Ruth
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frequently asked questions (FAQs)
How much should I invest with for a start?

This is a personal decision. A Personal Advisor would be assigned to you to collect as
much information as possible from you to help in your decision-making process.

How long does an investment cycle last?
An investment cycle lasts for 4 months, you can choose to invest for 2 or more cycles
depending on your needs.

How much profits should I expect at the end of an investment cycle?
It depends on the market conditions during the cycle as a lot of factors could affect how
much profits you will make. You can expect anywhere from 0.1 – 2% profits daily and
120 - 150% total profits in an investment cycle.

Can I make a withdrawal before the cycle ends?
No, our system is automated so you cannot change the parameters on your investment once
it has been registered on the system until the investment cycle ends. However, you can
have multiple accounts with different parameters.

What are my Investment Parameters/Specifications?
Your Investment parameters include your base capital, deposit frequency, and the number
of cycles registered for.

What happens if I miss my weekly payments?
You can always make up for missed payments. But you have to complete payments for your
investment cycle to be complete.

My investment cycle is complete and I can not make a withdrawal yet.
Funds will be made available for withdrawal shortly after your cycle is complete. If you
still don’t have funds available for withdrawal, please leave us an email or reach out to
your P.A, it could be because you have not completed the weekly payments registered on
your account or you have your ID Verification pending.
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frequently asked questions (FAQs)
How does my investment Base Capital affect my account?
Your base capital affects what level you are in the firm. The bigger your base capital the
more leverage that can be taken on your account to invest. It also gives a lot of room for
the number of assets we can spread your investments across which leads to a faster and
bigger return on investment.

How does my investment frequency affect my account?
Your investment frequency allows for more leverage. When you indicate your account
parameters such as your investment frequency, it is summed up with your base capital
and is used to take leverage from our reserve.

Can I own multiple accounts?
Yes, you can own multiple accounts set with different account parameters.

Is Stratton a Ponzi Scheme?
No, Stratton operates as a Hedge Fund/Private Equity that pools funds from investors
leveraged with its bank reserves to invest in high yield assets, and make profits for the
firm and its investors.

I can’t find your social media pages
We are currently working on that and you would be able to find on Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn and Twitter soon.

How do I make a deposit?
You can make a deposit via cryptocurrency by using an exchange to buy Bitcoin and send
it to your account address on Stratton. Your P.A would recommend a number of these
trusted exchanges to you.

I sent Bitcoin into my Stratton account but it’s nowhere to be found
Sometimes the blockchain network is slow in verifying payments. If you still can’t find
your deposit on your account please reach out to our support team or to your P.A.
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frequently asked questions (FAQs)
Can I make deposits via wire/bank transfer?
Yes, we accept bank and wire transfers for deposits over $10,000 if you have difficulty buying
Bitcoin.

How long does it take for my deposit to reflect on my account on Stratton?
2 – 12 hours for Bitcoin deposits and 2 - 3 business days for bank transfer.

Why does Stratton receive deposits via cryptocurrency?
It’s faster and syncs better with our automation.
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